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Italia Africa Business Week
THE FIRST MAJOR BUSINESS EVENT BETWEEN ITALY AND AFRICA
Opening conference under the patronage of

“We must transform
and not just exchange.
It is in the
transformation that
wealth is found.”
Aliko Dangote

The Italia Africa Business Week is the first event of its kind in Italy
where African and Italian entrepreneurs can meet and communicate.
A forum to develop business opportunities and partnership deals.
Two days of networking, meeting and conferences organized to create
successful partnership.
A unique occasion to anticipate the African trend of growth. With
unprecedented forecasts of growth the African continent represents
the future for investments and opportunities.
This forum wants to be the first event of a long series to help business
exchanges between Italian and African entrepreneurs to develop new
opportunities.

The idea
The first “Ministerial Conference Italia-Africa”, organized in
Rome May 18, 2016, the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and International Cooperation stressed the need to create a
stable link between the two worlds.
In order to give continuity to this new process, we propose
a commercial and business Forum, the Italia Africa
Business Week (IABW), with the goal of facilitating the
encounter and interaction of the commercial and financial
worlds of Africa and Italy.
To improve the relations, favor the creation of networks and
reach a shared growth on both sides in a win-win mode.

Aims
› Consolidate the role of IABW as an effective and efficient tool for
Italo-African economic and commercial cooperation

› Activate durable win-win partnerships
› Provide an efficient platform that allows a permanent dialogue
between Italian and African political decision-makers and economic
operators
› Provide public-private partnerships
› Incentivate collaborations between Italian and African training
institutions
› Value the formation and transfer of Italian know-how in Africa
› To facilitate protected access to new markets
› Value and communicate Italian industrial culture on African markets
› Create a platform of connection between entrepreneurs and
professionals of the African diaspora and the international economic
world

Opportunity
Knowledge, contacts, relationships, exchange, sharing, development, strategy, information, culture (of growth), process, investments, returns,
entrepreneurship, market, communication, diaspora, bridge, youth, technology, diplomacy and methodology will be the keywords of the second
edition of IABW.

Italy: new perspectives
Italy is the seventh economy in the world and it accounts
for 17% of the single European market. This is a country
strongly oriented to foreign trade, as it’s the tenth in the
world by value of exportations and twelfth by value of
imports. Italy is a country with a history linked to SMEs and
a strong industrial culture, both useful to the development
of the African continent.

Africa: new opportunities
Africa is the continent which owns, more than any other, the
potential to realize a sustainable economic growth. This
potential is still mostly unexpressed, and the use of new
technologies and advanced productive processes will allow a
steady development along new routes, respecting the human
dimension and its environment. Moreover we are witnessing
important progresses in geopolitical stability, security,
democracy, governance and respect of human rights, these
results must be maintained and improved.

Diaspora: resource to be valued
The migrant entrepreneurship, despite the crisis and
persistent difficulties, is growing strong. This growth is so
significant that it has influenced the positive balance of the
recorded business in the chamber of commerce board
during the year 2015/2016 (Report over immigration and
entrepreneurship 2015 - IDOS). We are facing a powerful
entrepreneurial group which, if properly supported, can work
as a starter and carrier of important actions of codevelopment.
The migrant entrepreneurs can therefore be actors of
international cooperation, help the internationalization of
Italian businesses towards Africa, and, above all, participate
in the creation of small and medium enterprises. They are a
unique resource in the relations Italia-Africa, a resource
which we would like to enhance during the Italia Africa
Business Week.

Sectors of intervention
Infrastructures
The infrastructural deficit represents one of the biggest problems in most African
countries. The Italian know how in this domain can be fundamental to optimize the use of
resources and allow African states reach their full economic potential. The infrastructural
development, beside the attraction of foreign investments, might positively influence the
trade levels inside Africa.

Renewables energies
In most parts of the continent there are still no electrical networks that fully cover the
territory, with all the difficulties that this absence implies. Renewable energies might
represent the best solution. New technologies, like solar and wind, might in such cases
compensate this gap in a totally eco-compatible way, both economically and politically
profitable (many states in the world suffer the dependence from oil).

Agriculture and Agribusiness
The agro-food sector, which goes from agriculture to agro-industry, is one of the potential
engines for growth for the Countries of Subsaharan Africa. The agriculture uses 60% of
population and represents 24% of GDP in the region. It contributes, more than any other
sector, to the global growth of income in rural areas; it stimulates growth in other business
sectors (growing demands of goods and services produced outside the sector), reduces
global levels of poverty, hunger, and malnutrition. Agriculture and agribusiness are among the
most promising sectors for the development of the African continent.

New Technologies
Technological innovation has become essential for the transformation of global
economies. New technologies – from internet to mobile phones – are fundamental
resources, for any country, to be internationally competitive. Just like for the Renewable
Energies, for New Technologies it is crucial to reduce the digital divide.

Biomedical
Health is a primary necessity for any Country, but it is also a powerful tool of economic
well being. In order to work, a health system needs trained personnel and an industrial
sector that produces equipment and technologies for prevention and diagnosis, cure and
rehabilitation. The Biomedical sector can do very well for a change of speed in the growth
of African Countries, creating the basis for a development, not just economic, but social
as well.
For this reason, it is fundamental to create the conditions to motivate the partnership
between Italy and African countries; with the aim to introduce innovative devices and
lifesavers, to favor the education of medical-health personnel, to stimulate the birth of
health infrastructures and surgeries. A coordinated action of this kind would create value
and jobs at all levels, and for all the Countries involved.

Textile and fashion
Africa is assuming an increasingly central role in the textile and fashion sector worldwide.
Out of the 54 nations 37 are producers of cotton, with the result that the textile industry
can be boosted to change the economy of some African countries. Developing the textile
industry can bring a significant leap in exports, create job opportunities and gain
knowledge and experience in sectors other than textiles, to facilitate capacity building
through training, sharing and transfer of know-how and the use of new technologies. In
this context, "Made in Italy" can play a strategic role for a correct evolution of the African
textile / fashion sector and create and / or grasp new opportunities for growth.

Program
Wednesday 17 October

Thursday 18 October

9.00 - 9.30 › Reception Area
Reception&Registration

9.00 - 9.30 › Reception Area
Reception

9.30-11.00 › CONFERENCE SPACE
Opening conference: “Stability, Opportunity, and New
Markets” (Open conference)

9.30-11.00 › CONFERENCE SPACE
Conference: “Public-Private Partnership (PPP): an
instrument for infrastructure development in Africa”
9.30 - 13.00 › ROUND TABLE SPACE
Round Table: ““The young , employment, entrepreneurship
and developmen”

11.00 - 11.30 › Coffee Break & Networking

11.00 - 11.30 › Coffee Break & Networking

11.30 - 13.00 › CONFERENCE SPACE

11.30 - 13.00 › CONFERENCE SPACE

Conference: “Africa in the industry 4.0 era”
11.30 - 13.00 › ROUND TABLE SPACE
Round Table: “The health care industry: cooperation
between Italian and African companies”

Conference: “The Italian industrial culture for the
development of Africa”
11.30 - 13.00 › ROUND TABLE SPACE
Round Table: “Business Models, Investment Structuring,
Cross-border Tax Aspects and Taxpayers Rights”

11.30 - 13.00 › WORKSHOP SPACE
Workshop: "The role of marketing and communication in
promoting investments: how to influence the decisionmaking process of investment”
11:30 - 18:00 › B2B/B3B

11:30 - 18:00 › B2B/B3B

13.30 - 14.25 › Lunch Break & Networking

13.30 - 14.25 › Lunch Break & Networking

14.30 - 16.00 › CONFERENCE SPACE

14.30 - 16.00 › CONFERENCE SPACE

Conference: “Made in Italy, textile and african fashion:
which way forward”
14.30 - 16.00 › ROUND TABLE SPACE
Round Table: “Investment in Africa: legal aspects and
regulations”
14.30 - 16.00 › WORKSHOP SPACE
Workshop: “Innovative financing to boost private sector
investment”

Conference: “Access to energy that boosts sustainable
development - cycle of energy, water and food”
14.30 - 16.00 › ROUND TABLE SPACE
Round Table: “The new cooperation: which synergy to be
created between the diaspora, ngos and the private
sector?”
14.30 - 16.00 › WORKSHOP SPACE
Workshop: “Facilities, in Italy and in Africa, to innovative
Startups”

16.00 - 16.30 › Coffee Break & Networking

16.00 - 16.30 › Coffee Break & Networking

16.30 - 17.30 › CONFERENCE SPACE

16.30 - 17.30 › CONFERENCE SPACE

Country presentation
17.30 -18.30 › ROUND TABLE SPACE
Open session: “Doing business in Eritrea: possibilities &
opportunities”
20.30 - 22.30 › GALA DINNER

Country presentation
18.00 - 18.30 › CONFERENCE SPACE
Closure of IABW 2018
20.30 - 22.30 › CLOSING APERITIF

There are different ways to participate in the Italia Africa Business Week

Sponsors
Almost 300 among businesses, institutions, and media are invited to this
important event with the goal to unite the efforts of African and Italian
actors for the development of the African continent, the growth of the
Italian economy, and to draw the international attention over the challenges
and opportunities in many key sectors.
To become sponsor of Italia Africa Business Week is not only an important
moment of visibility for your business, in front of new actors (Africans and
Italians), but it means above all to be bearers of innovation, technology,
and education at high level. Associating your name to the second edition
of Italia Africa Business Week gives you the following benefits:
› visual presence of the brand
› possibility to interact with the participants
› privileged access to important guests
› interaction with national and international press

Exhibitors
An exposition area of 1000 sm to present your
business and to have private meetings with other
participants to the Italia Africa Business Week.
In two days you will have the opportunity to
present yourself not only to other operators,
African and Italian entrepreneurs, but also to
experts of the different sectors for business
meetings and networking opportunities.
The prices of stands are: euro1000/1200/1400
For information: iabw.eu/en/exhibitors/

Businesses
The subscription package as participant includes:
› Right to participate to all events of the forum (conferences, round
tables, workshops…)
› Right to ask B2B meetings in the sectors of interest
› Transfers from and to hotels partners and the location of the IABW
› Lunches, coffee breaks and appetizers organized during the two
days of the Forum
› WiFi access in the hall of the event
› Wardrobe service
› Translation in real time service (French, English, Italian)
› Interpreter service during B2B
› Possibility to have a facilitator during B2B meetings
Price to participate: 1000 euro per person (VAT included)
For information: iabw.eu/en/register/

Join the business community and take part
in the event for your business and your products.

www.iabw.eu

info@iabw.eu

+39.333.2246672
+39.338.7749076

UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF

ItaliaAfricaBusinessWeek

AND THE COLLABORATION OF

AND THE PARTICIPATION OF

C O NFI N DUS TRIA
ASSAFRICA & MEDITERRANEO

PARTNERS

MEDIA PARTNERS

